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H
unton Andrews Kurth has expanded its real estate practice with two new

partners, bringing on Jane Hinton in Los Angeles and Jonathan Kurry in Miami.

Hinton was previously a partner at Akerman and Kurry was a shareholder at

GrayRobinson and former general counsel of Turnberry. Hinton’s background
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includes a broad range of experience to commercial real estate and finance transactions

with European and global banking roots while Kurry has more than 25 years of experience

assisting clients in the development, financing, leasing, operation and sale of real estate.

Middleburg brings on property management specialist

Middleburg, a Vienna, Va.-based real estate investment, development and management

firm, has brought on Duane Wooldridge as a partner and president of its property

management subsidiary. He joins from JBG SMITH Residential Management, where he spent

10 years overseeing operations for roughly 10,000 units. He has also held senior positions

at Archstone.

George Smith hires Hachem 

George Smith Partners has hired Antonio Hachem as a principal as part of a broader growth

strategy, the company announced. Hachem has more than a decade of specialized capital

markets expertise and brings deep client relationships to the firm. “In addition to his

experience in structured finance, Antonio has deep relationships with a number of life

insurance companies,” said Jonathan Lee, principal and managing director. Hachem was

previously a partner with Pacific Southwest Realty Services.
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